Global Solutions Summit 2021: Program Overview

Please note: All times shown are CET

**Thursday, 27th May**

**Systemic Realignment 12:00-12:10**

Global Solutions Summit 2021: Opening Address

Speaker: **Dennis Snower**, President of the Global Solutions Initiative

**Systemic Realignment 12:15-12:45**

Towards Global Realignment: G20 Sherpa Panel

Speakers:
- Lars Hendrik Röller, Germany (TBC)
- Svetlana Lukash, Russia
- Suresh Prabhu, India
- Trudi Makhaya, South Africa
- Nicolas Pinaud, OECD

Moderator: **Uwe Jean Heuser**, Journalist, DIE ZEIT, Germany

**Systemic Realignment 13:00-13:45**

Opening Plenary: The Great Realignment for a Better Future

Speakers:
- Keryn James, Group Chief Executive, Environmental Resources Management (ERM)
- Paolo Magri, Executive Vice President, Institute for International Political Studies (IISPI); National Coordinator and Chair, T20 Italy
- Robert E. Moritz, Chairman, PwC International
- Dennis J. Snower, President, Global Solutions Initiative

Moderator: **Declan Curry**, business journalist
Pandemic preparedness as a global challenge: What lessons can be learned from COVID-19?

**T20 Task Force:**
TF1 - Global Health and Covid-19

**Speakers:**
- **Keynote:**
  - Jens Spahn, German Federal Minister of Health

- **Panelists:**
  - Paola Testori Coggi, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 1 - Global Health and Covid-19; Special Advisor, Italian Technological Cluster of Life Sciences Alisei
  - Michael Kremer, Professor in Economics, University of Chicago; Nobel Laureate 2019
  - Gabriela Ramos, Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences, UNESCO
  - Axel Radlach Pries, President, World Health Summit

**Moderator:** Ali Aslan, International TV Presenter and Journalist

Leveling up to tackle regional disparities

**Speakers:**

- **Keynote:**
  - Enrico Giovannini, Minister of Infrastructure and Sustainable Mobility, Italy

- **Panelists:**
  - Paul Collier, Professor of Economics and Public Policy, Blavatnik School of Government, University of Oxford
  - Albert Ting, Chairman, Lawrence S. Ting Memorial Foundation and CX Technology
  - Luca Trifone, Diplomatic Advisor to the Mayor of Rome
  - Edlam Abers Yemeru, Chief, Urbanization & Development, United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

**Moderator:** Nicolas Buchoud, Global Solutions Fellow & President, Grand Paris Alliance for Metropolitan Development
**Economic Realignment** 14:00-14:30

Constrained by Accounting

Speakers:

- **Panelists:**
  - Robert McCarvey, Co-Founder, Rethinking Capital
  - Susanne Stormer, Partner and Head of Sustainability, PwC Denmark
  - Andrew Watson, Co-Founder, Rethinking Capital
  - Rob Zychowski, Program Director and Senior Researcher, Impact Weighted Accounts Initiative at Harvard Business School
  - Christian Heller, CEO, Value Balancing Alliance

Moderator: **Billy Nauman**, Reporter and producer, Moral Money, Financial Times

**Social Realignment** 14:00-14:30

Building a better future of work through good jobs and upskilling

Speakers:

- **Panelists:**
  - Ramiro Albrecht, Principal Researcher of Economic Development CIPPEC
  - Vessolat Ratcheva, Insights Lead, Centre for the New Economy and Society, World Economic Forum
  - Bhushan Sethi, Joint Global Leader, People & Organization, PwC US
  - Emma Zang, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Yale University

Moderator: **Carolin Roth**, Anchor and Reporter, CNBC

**Governance Realignment** 15:00-15:55

Towards a Strong G20 for Effective Multilateral Cooperation

Speakers:

Interview:
- **Olaf Scholz**, Minister of Finance, Germany

Panelists:
- **Samir Saran**, President, Observer Research Foundation
- **Mette Grollemann**, General Manager, Senior Vice President & Senior Partner, FleishmanHillard
- **Dennis Snower**, President, Global Solutions Initiative
- **Mo Ibrahim**, Founder and Chair, Mo Ibrahim Foundation

Moderator: **Ali Aslan**, International TV Presenter and Journalist
Ecological Realignment 15:00-15:45

Breaking up the linear economy in emerging countries: Circular economy vision-setting panel

GIZ Circular Economy Solutions Dialogues – supported by the BMU Export Initiative for Green Technologies

Speakers:

Keynote:
- Izabella Teixeira, Co-Chair, UNEP International Resource Panel

Panelists:
- Shardul Agrawal, Head of Division, Environment and Economy Integration Division, RE-CIRCLE project, OECD
- Linda Arthur, Senior Capacity Building and Training Specialist, ADBI
- Medril Zam, Director for Environmental Affairs, Indonesian Ministry of National Development Planning (Bappenas)
- Helga Vantournout, Founder, Wealth Of Flows Consulting

Moderator: Nicolas Buchoud, Global Solutions Fellow & President, Grand Paris Alliance for Metropolitan Development

Social Realignment 15:00-15:45

Building sustainable economies by getting youth into work

Speakers:

Panelists:
- Kate Behncken, Vice President and Lead, Microsoft Philanthropies
- Bethan Grillo, Director, Sustainability and Climate Change, PwC UK
- Mamta Murthi, Vice President of Human Development, World Bank
- Taha Bawa, CEO & Co-Founder, Goodwall

Moderator: Kevin Frey, CEO, Generation Unlimited

Governance Realignment 15:00-15:30

Healing multilateralism: how multi-level governance can solve global problems

T20 Task Force: TF8 Multilateralism and Global Governance

Speakers:

Panelists:
- Amitai Etzioni, Professor of International Affairs; Director, Institute for Communitarian Policy Studies, George Washington University
- Amrita Narlikar, President, German Institute for Global and Area Studies (GIGA)
- Giampiero Massolo, President, Italian Institute for International Political Studies (ISPI)
- David Sloan Wilson, Professor Emeritus, Binghamton University

Moderator: Melissa Eddy, Berlin Correspondent, New York Times
Global Challenges to Migration after COVID-19
T20 Task Force: TF10 - Migration
Speakers:
Panelists:
- Emma Bonino, Senator, Rome; Lead Co-Chair of the T20 Task Force 10 - Migration
- Ottilia Anna Maunganidze, Head of Special Projects, Institute for Security Studies
Moderator: Asli Selin Okuy, Senior Fellow, Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI)

The policy implications of geoeconomic strategies
Kiel Institute for the World Economy
Speakers:
Panelists:
- Katrin Kamin, Head of the Trade Policy Task Force, Kiel Institute for the World Economy
- Abraham L. Newman, Director of the Mortara Center for International Studies, Georgetown University
- Guntram Wolff, Director, Bruegel
- Holger Görg, Professor, Kiel Institute for the World Economy
Moderator: Declan Curry, Business Journalist and Conference Speaker

Implementers’ Forum: New Measurement

The New Trade Governance Agenda: What the G20 can do to make trade work for all people
T20 Task Force: TF3 - Trade, Investment and Growth
Speakers:
Keynote:
- Valdis Dombrovskis, Executive Vice President, European Commission
Panelists:
- Gabriel Felbermayr, President, Kiel Institute for the World Economy
- Beata Javorcik, Professor of Economics, University of Oxford
- Pascal Lamy, Chair of the Paris Peace Forum
- Pier Carlo Padoan, Vice President, Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI)
Moderator: Katie Gallus, Freelance Journalist and Moderator
**Ecological Realignmen** 16:00-16:45

Localising the circular economy imperative in a post COVID-19 era: place, trade and multilateralism

*GIZ Circular Economy Solutions Dialogues – supported by the BMU Export Initiative for Green Technologies*

**Speakers:**
- **Alexander Bonde**, Secretary General, German Federal Environmental Foundation
- **Mohammed Khashashneh**, Secretary General, Ministry of Environment of Jordan
- **Shuva Raha**, Head - New Initiatives, Council on Energy, Environment and Water
- **Shereen Shaheen**, Director, Regional Government Affairs, Communications & Sustainability Egypt, Libya & Sudan, The Coca Cola Company

**Moderator:** **Alexander Charalambous**, Senior Partner, Living Prospects

---

**Technological Realignment** 16:00-17:00

Protecting liberal discourse and values on the internet

*German Federal Ministry for Justice and Consumer Protection*

**Speakers:**
- **Christine Lambrecht**, German Federal Minister of Justice and Consumer Protection and Minister for Family Affairs

**Keynote:**
- **Věra Jourová**, Vice President, European Commission

**Interview:**
- **Moderator:** **Paul Twomey**, Distinguished Fellow, CIGI (Global Solutions Fellow)

**Panelists:**
- **Paul Nemitz**, Principal Adviser, European Commission
- **Rebecca MacKinnon**, Founding Director, Ranking Digital Rights
- **Kate O’Regan**, Director of the Bonavero Institute of Human Rights
- **Dennis Snower**, President, Global Solutions Initiative

**Moderator:** **Uwe Jean Heuser**, Journalist, DIE ZEIT, Germany

---

**Ecological Realignmen** 16:30-17:00

Moving beyond ambition - identifying the urgent actions needed to realize the Net Zero transition

**Speakers:**
- **Emma Cox**, Head of Purpose | UK Leader, Sustainability & Climate Change, PwC
- **John Kirton**, Director and Founder of G7 and G20 Research Groups, Munk School of Global Affairs and Public Policy at Trinity College, University of Toronto; Co-chair, T20 TF 2 - Climate Change, Sustainable Energy & Environment
- **Nigel Topping**, UK High Level Climate Action Champion for UN climate talks, COP26

**Moderator:** **Declan Curry**, business journalist
Economic Realignment  17:00-17:15

From Paris to Frankfurt: How far can Central Banks go to save the climate?
Forum New Economy

Speakers:
Panelists:
- **Isabel Schnabel, Member of the Executive Board**, European Central Bank, Frankfurt
- **Laurence Tubiana, CEO**, European Climate Foundation and Key Architect of the Paris Agreement

Moderator: **Thomas Fricke**, Director and Founder, Forum New Economy

Ecological Realignment  17:15-18:00

Protecting climate and biodiversity

T20 Task Force: TF2 – Climate Change, Sustainable Energy & Environment

Speakers:

Keynote: Climate and Biodiversity are two sides of the same coin: How do climate and biodiversity not get lost in the post-covid recovery process?
- **Svenja Schulze**, German Federal Minister for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety

Panelists:
- **Venkatachalam Anbumozhi**, Senior Economist, Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia
- **Ruth Delzeit**, Professor of Global and Regional Land Use Change, Basel University
- **Rodolfo Lacy**, Director of the Environment Directorate, OECD
- **Johan Swinnen**, Director-General, International Food Policy Research Institute; Co-Chair of TF2 - Climate Change, Sustainable Energy & Environment

Moderator: **Luiz de Mello**, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 2 - Climate Change, Sustainable Energy & Environment; Director, Policy Studies Branch, Economics Department, OECD
Social Realignment 17:15-18:00
Women’s Economic Empowerment and the SDG: COVID-19 and Beyond – Building Back Better

Women’s Economic Imperative

Speakers:
Keynote:
- Rebeca Grynspan, Secretary-General, Ibero-American General Secretariat (SEGIB)
Panelists:
- Vanessa Moungar, Director of Gender, Women and Civil Society, African Development Bank
- Simona Scarpaleggia, Global CEO, Edge Strategy
- Luis Guillermo Solis, Interim Director, Kimberly Green Latin American Caribbean Center, Florida International University; Former President of the Republic of Costa Rica
- Renana Jhabvala, National Coordinator, Self-Employed Women’s Association

Moderator: Margo Thomas, Founder & CEO, Women’s Economic Imperative

Technological Realignment 17:30-18:15

clean-IT: Towards Sustainable Digital Technologies

Hasso Plattner Institute

Speakers:
Keynote:
- Robert Atkinson, President, Information Technology and Innovation Foundation
Panelists:
- Christoph Meinel, Dean and CEO, Hasso Plattner Institute
- Prof. Dr. Jaafar Elmighani, Director of Institute of Communication and Power Networks & Chair in Communication Networks and Systems, University of Leeds
- Mei Lin Fung, Chair & Co-founder, People Centered Internet
- Thomas Saueressig, Member of the Executive Board, SAP SE

Moderator: Conny Czymoch, International Moderator & Journalist

Systemic Realignment 17:30-18:15

Global Challenges - Local Solutions: A Young Global Changers Session

Speakers:
Panelists:
- Brianna Kerr, Director - Impact, KwaIYGC Ambassador, Australia
- Ana Rocio, Founder, NUUPLab (YGC, Honduras)
- Andrea Wehrli, Co-Founder, E[co]work (YGC, Switzerland)
- Oumaima Bendjama, Founder, STEPS (YGC, Algeria)

Moderator: Katie Gallus, Freelance Journalist and Moderator
The International Financial System in Distress: addressing short- and long-term challenges to support recoupling

T20 Task Force: TF9 – International Finance

Speakers:
- Alicia García-Herrero, Senior Fellow, Bruegel
- Claude Lopez, Senior Director, Research Department, Milken Institute
- Akshay Mathur, Director, ORF Mumbai and Head of ORF Geoeconomics Programme
- Jose Siaba Serrate, Counsellor Member, Argentine Council for International Relations [CARI]
- Mehmet Şimşek, Advisor, Dome Group; Former Deputy Prime Minister of Turkey

Moderator: Franco Brunì Vice President, Italian Institute for International Political Studies [ISPI]

---

The Road to G20 Indonesia: Keynote by Sri Mulyani Indrawati

Speakers: Sri Mulyani Indrawati, Finance Minister of Indonesia

---

Moving forward during COVID19 while implementing SDG3 Good Health & Wellbeing

World Health Innovation Summit

Speakers:
- James Sanderson, CEO, National Academy Social Prescribing, Director of Personalised Care, NHS England and NHS Improvement, UK
- Roland Schatz, CEO and founder, UNGSII Foundation
- Päivi Sillanaukee, Ambassador for Health and Wellbeing, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Finland

Moderator: Gareth Presch, CEO, World Health Innovation Summit
Friday, 28th May

**Systemic Realignment** 13:00-13:45

Opening with German Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel and Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi

Speakers:
- Angela Merkel, Federal Chancellor, Germany
- Mario Draghi, Prime Minister, Italy

Moderator: Melissa Eddy, Berlin Correspondent, New York Times

**Systemic Realignment** 13:45-14:30

The Vision for a Recoupled Economy

Speakers:
- **Keynote:**
  - Angel Gurría, Secretary-General, OECD

- **Panelists:**
  - Colm Kelly, Global Leader, Purpose, Policy and Corporate Responsibility, PwC
  - Colin Mayer, Professor, University of Oxford
  - Erck Rickmers, Founder, The New Institute
  - Ngaire Woods, Professor & Dean, Blavatnik School of Government

Moderator: Declan Curry, Business Journalist and Conference Speaker

**Governance Realignment** 13:45-14:30

Infrastructure to recouple economic, social and environmental prosperity: Targets, governance and financing

T20 Task Force: TF7 – Infrastructure Investment and Financing

Speakers:
- **Keynote:**
  - Tetsushi Sonobe, Dean & CEO, Asian Development Bank Institute

- **Panelists:**
  - Arun Maira, Author, Chairman, HelpAge International (Global Solutions Fellow)
  - Riatu Mariatul Qibthiyyah, Director, Institute for Economic and Social Research, University of Indonesia
  - Francesco Profumo, President, Fondazione Compagnia di San Paolo; Lead Co-Chair TF 7 - Infrastructure Investment and Financing
Social Realignment  13:45-14:30

Health as a Global Public Good: Why we need a Global Pandemic Treaty

World Health Summit

Speakers:

Keynotes:
- Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General, World Health Organization (WHO)

Panelists:
- Catharina Boehme, Chef de Cabinet, World Health Organization (WHO)
- Gabriela Bucher, Executive Director, Oxfam International
- Frank Tressler Zamorano, Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Chile to the UN in Geneva
- Olive Shisana, President, Evidence Based Solutions

Moderator: Ilona Kickbusch, Council Chair, World Health Summit

Economic Realignment  14:00-14:45

How companies can measure social and environmental progress

 value balancing alliance

Speakers:

Keynote:
- Mairead McGuinness, Commissioner for Financial Services, Financial Stability and Capital Markets Union, European Commission

Panelists:
- Ulrik Vestergaard Knudsen, Deputy Secretary-General, OECD
- Paul Penepent, Head of Group Financial Reporting and Accounting, Novartis
- Ulrich Störk, CEO, PwC Germany

Moderator: Christian Heller, CEO, value balancing alliance

Ecological Realignment  14:30-16:00

Implementers’ Forum: Circular Economy
15:00-15:45

**Human-centric Digital Governance**

German Federal Ministry for Justice and Consumer Protection

**Speakers:**
- Audrey Tang, Digital Minister, Taiwan

**Panelists:**
- Francesca Bria, President, Italian National Innovation Fund
- Christian Kastrop, State Secretary, German Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection
- Paul Twomey, Distinguished Fellow, Centre for International Governance Innovation (Global Solutions Fellow)
- Shoshana Zuboff, Professor Emerita, Harvard Business School

**Moderator:** Carolin Roth, journalist and moderator

---

15:00-15:30

**Governance Realignment**

**How to fix our institutions so they can live up to their promise**

**Speakers:**

**Panelists:**
- Julia Pomares, Chief Advisor to the Governor, Government of the City of Buenos Aires
- Dennis Snower, President, Global Solutions Initiative

**Moderator:** Blair Sheppard, Global Leader Strategy & Leadership, PwC

---

15:00-15:30

**Technological Realignment**

**Digital Divides – Preventing rising inequalities in the digital age**

**T20 Task Force: TF4 – Digital Transformation**

**Speakers:**

**Panelists:**
- Maria Chiara Carrozza, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 4 - Digital Transformation; Professor of Industrial Bioengineering, BioRobotics Institute of Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna
- Sabina Dewan, President and Executive Director, JustJobs Network
- Harald Kayser, Chairman, PwC Europe
- Syed Munir Khasru, Co-Chair T20 TF 4 - Digital Transformation; Chairman, The Institute for Policy Advocacy and Governance
Social Realignment  15:00-15:30

**No one is safe, until everyone is safe – Strategies and challenges to achieve a global vaccine strategy**

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung

**Speakers:**

**Panelists:**
- **Stefano Vella**, Adjunct Professor, Global Health, Catholic University, Rome
- **José Manuel Barroso**, Board Chair, Gavi The Vaccine Alliance; Non-executive Chairman, Goldman Sachs International

**Moderator:** **Anna Sauerbrey**, Head of Opinion Pages, Der Tagesspiegel

Social Realignment  15:45-16:00

**Pandemic Preparedness as a Global Challenge: Keynote by Michael Kremer**

**Speaker:** **Michael Kremer**, Nobel Laureate 2019, Professor in Economics, University of Chicago

Social Realignment  15:45-16:15

**The New Pact: Managing migration jointly with countries of origin and transit**

Mercator Dialogue on Asylum and Migration (MEDAM)

**Speakers:**

**Keynote:**
- **Margaritis Schinas**, Vice-President for Promoting our European Way of Life, European Commission

**Comment:**
- **Olivia Sundberg Diez**, Policy Analyst, European Policy Centre

**Moderator:** **Matina Stevis-Gridneff**, Brussels Correspondent, New York Times
15:45-16:15

Leaving no one behind – How the G20 should shape the future of welfare states


Speakers:
- Tito Boeri, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 6 - Social Cohesion and the Future of Welfare Systems; Professor of Economics, Bocconi University
- Marc Fleurbaey, Professor and Research Director, National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), Paris School of Economics
- Richard Samans, Director of Research, International Labour Organization
- Margo Thomas, Founder & CEO, Women’s Economic Imperative

Moderator: Evan Davis, Main Presenter of the BBC2 show, Newsshift

16:00-16:30

We are in this together - how fair is the global access to vaccines?

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung

Speakers:
- Antonio Guterres, Secretary General, United Nations
- Martin Schulz, President, Friedrich Eber Foundation

Moderator: Anna Sauerbrey, Head of Opinion Pages, Der Tagesspiegel

16:15-16:45

China-West Relations and Alternative Narratives and Dynamics for the Global Order

Speakers:
- Sergio Bitar, Vice Chair of the Board, International Institute for Democracy and electoral assistance
- Kerry Brown, Professor of Chinese Studies and Director, Lau China Institute, King’s College London
- Dongxiao Chen, President, Shanghai Institutes for International Studies (SIIS)
- Susan Thornton, Senior Fellow and Research Scholar, Yale University
EU-Turkey cooperation on migration: toward a sustainable and effective partnership
Mercator Dialogue on Asylum and Migration (MEDAM)

Speakers:
Panelists:
- Asli Aydintaşbaş, Senior Policy Fellow, European Council on Foreign Relations
- Angeliki Dimitriadou, Head of the Migration Programme & Senior Research Fellow, Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)
- Martin Ruhs, Deputy Director, Migration Policy Centre, European University Institute

Moderator: Matina Stevis-Gridneff, Brussels Correspondent, New York Times

Implementers’ Forum: Corporate Digital Responsibility
German Federal Ministry for Justice and Consumer Protection

Reducing Inequalities and Vulnerabilities in a Post-Pandemic World

Speakers:
Panelists:
- Michelle Muschett, Senior Policy Leader, Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (OPHI), University of Oxford (to be confirmed)
- Brian Nolan, Professor of Social Policy and Director, Employment Equity and Growth Programme Department of Social Policy and Intervention and Institute for New Economic Thinking at the Oxford Martin School
- Steven Durlauf, Professor of Public Policy, University of Chicago
- Irene Natividad, President, GlobeWomen Research & Education Institute
- Michelle Muschett, Senior Policy Leader, Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (OPHI), University of Oxford

Moderator: Sebastian Schwark, Senior Advisor, FleishmanHillard Germany
Economic Realignment  16:45-17:30

Financing the SDGs in the aftermath of the pandemic

T20 Task Force: TF5 – 2030 Agenda and Development Cooperation

Speakers:

- Interview:
  - Paolo Gentiloni, Commissioner for Economy, European Commission

- Panelists:
  - Homi Kharas, Co-Chair T20 TF 5 - 2030 Agenda and Development Cooperation; Interim Vice President and Director, Global Economy and Development, Brookings Institution
  - Stefano Manservisi, Lead Co-Chair T20 TF 5 - 2030 Agenda and Development Cooperation; Scientific Advisor, Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI)
  - Muriel Pénicaud, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of France to the OECD, former Minister of Labour
  - Vera Songwe, Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations and Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)

Moderator: Carolin Roth, journalist and moderator

Ecological Realignment  17:00-17:45

Extending the role of carbon pricing on a global level

Kiel Institute for the World Economy

Speakers:

Panelists:
- Anthony Cox, Deputy Director, Environment, OECD
- John Weyant, Director, Energy Modeling Forum, Stanford University
- Zhanq Xiliang, Director, Institute of Energy, Environment and Economy, Tsinghua University

Moderator: Conny Czymoch, International Moderator & Journalist

Co-Moderator: Sonja Peterson, Kiel Institute for the World Economy
Social Realignment 17:00-17:45

Wealth and health: The importance of health investments for social and economic prosperity

Novartis

Speakers:
- Alan Donnelly, Convener, The G20 Health & Development Partnership
- Indranil Bagchi, Senior Vice President and Head, Global Value & Access, Novartis
- Rifat Atun, Professor of Global Health Systems at Harvard University
- Francesca Colomba, Head of Health Division, OECD

Moderator: Nadine Dusberger, Head of Healthcare, Partner, FleishmanHillard

Germany

Governance Realignment 17:15-17:45

Actions for People-Planet-Centered Global Governance: Empower the G20 to Strengthen Global Governance & Ease Geopolitical Tensions

Speakers:
- Kevin Rudd, Former Prime Minister, Australia and President of the Asia Society
- Paul Martin, Former Prime Minister, Canada and Founding Chair of the G20 Finance Ministers Group

Moderator: Colin Bradford, Lead-Co-Chair of the China-West Dialogue, Senior Fellow of the Brookings Institution, and Global Fellow of the Global Solutions Initiative

Systemic Realignment 17:45-18:00

Closing Remarks by the Global Solutions Initiative

Speakers:
- Dennis Görlich, Research Director, Global Solutions Initiative
- Susanne Stauffer, Managing Director, Global Solutions Initiative

Moderator: Katie Gallus, Freelance Journalist and Moderator